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Taking Quality Pictures 
 

Pictures and images are a huge part of every website. You want to make sure you get the pictures 

that are going to represent your business or organization well on the internet. 

 

Here’s a few tips to help you take the best pictures for your website. 
 

Size 
 

The one mistake I see in many projects are pictures which are resized to be very small. When 

taking and sending pictures to me, my recommendation is to send me the largest size you can. 

Don’t crop or resize them as I can do this when I’m adding them to your website. I’ll also be 

optimizing them to load quickly on your website. Most smartphones take great quality pictures, 

so you don’t need to worry about hiring a professional photographer unless that’s part of your 

planned strategy.  

 

Orientation 
 

Many people tend to take pictures using their phones in the vertical position (straight up and 

down). This is okay if we’re going to be creating a gallery of photos but doesn’t work well for a 

picture which you want to span the width of the page. Keep in mind how you want to use the 

phone when you are shooting it to determine if it should be vertical or horizontal.  

 

When taking a picture of your building for example, step back so you can see full view of the 

building, turn your phone sideways so it is in the horizonal position, and take the photograph. 

Don’t be afraid to get part of the sky and grass or parking lot. It’s better to have too much detail 

rather than not enough.  

 

It’s a great idea to take a mix of vertical and horizontal photos to use on your website as that will 

give me the flexibility to place them into where they’ll fit into your website. 
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People 
 

You want to get a mixture of photos of the people in your business or organization. Some photos 

should be candid shots where people aren’t looking at the camera. Don’t worry, it’s okay to 

“stage” these pictures. Just gather a group of people tell them to laugh and talk to each other but 

don’t look at the camera.  

 

Remember to take both vertical and horizontal pictures. Turn your phone sideways, step back 

and get a wide view of the group or get close ups of people one or two people. Fun, happy people 

draw people in. Make sure there’s plenty of lighting available. 

 

You also want to get professional looking pictures of your staff. For these photos it’s okay to take 

vertical pictures. Find a blank wall, or a non-busy background, and hold the phone straight up 

and down. Try to get a good headshot from about just below the rib cage up. Make sure their 

arms are in a natural position so it won’t look strange if we need to crop the photo. 

 

Permission 
 

Since you’re going to be posting these pictures on your website which is a public space, you may 

need to get permission from the photo subjects before uploading their pictures. Consult with 

your attorney to determine if this is the case. 


